Symbolic Visualisation Story

A seed of Love is sown into the fertile fields of Creation...
And a beautiful SunFlower is born...
It is born into life with an encoded blueprint of Love...
From the first moment of its birth, there is a golden nectar
forming in its core...
The Heart of this flower is yearning to unfurl itself from within...
As the dawning of a new day approaches...
the beautiful SunFlower is activated
into its blossoming journey of Life...
Its petals now begin to peel open...
As each individual petal stretches itself outwards from the
centre,
They arch back and surrender to the Light...
The flower offers the beauty of its Heart
back towards the radiant SunLight...
The Light of the Sun and the Heart of the flower have merged
together as One, in the Cosmic dance of Life...
each a blessing to the other.
The Sun nurtures the flower with its Light, and as the flower
receives its nurturance it also shares its beauty back into the
world... The Heart of the flower thus is pollinated by Nature...
And its core is seeded with new life...
When the time is ripe, its seeds are spread by the winds, or
carried by the winged creatures to new regions of land...
to new shores of existence...
The beautiful SunFlower has made its cyclic transition, it has
journeyed full circle, having transferred its essence... it returns now back to its First Source of Creation...

And with a deep sense of Gratitude, a new level of Awareness is born...
There is a powerful new calling, for universal Peace and Understanding...
We now see that the entire Cosmos is alive... upon this blossoming path of Life...
We are all connected to the inbreath and outbreath, and with the ancient rhythms and cycles...
We are the expansion and the contraction... and we are the tides and the flows...
And as we surf these sacred waves of existence... Set in motion from the very Heart of Creation,
We are beginning to see and understand, that we are all One with this essence...

We are all inter-connected by Spirit...
Life is not only a Brotherhood of Humanity, but from these times and forward,
We have an opportunity to widen our embrace, to include our Star Brothers and Star Sisters... from the
other Galaxies... for we are all Beings of Creation, and we are all born of the same essence... we are all
Beings of Life, born into this realm of existence...
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And with courage and maturity, we shall one day come face to face, and through the Grand Portal of
Love and Acceptance, we will look one another in the eyes... and regardless of any differences in
appearance, we shall all Honour and Respect one another...
And it is within the Heart of this realisation... that we all shall understand and remember... that we all
share the same home... and we all share the same Source...
And just as the Earth for our children, is like a wondrous playground, and is full of adventure and
discoveries... and so it is that the entire Cosmos will be shared as our home, with Beings from other
Galaxies becoming our new friends...
And through this new Unity, we shall all continue to expand our horizons, and to widen our embrace...
And no matter who we are and where abouts that we live...
The one thing that we all most certainly have in common,
is that our First Source of Creation has seeded us all with a sacred attribute of Love...
Namasté

From Heart to Heart
Michael Green
July 2010
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